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September – October, 2015

Initiating  Phase

During the first months of the Klupko development, we – Igor Sevcuk & Go Eun Im –  
have regularly met to consult with Marianna Maruyama, k.g. Guttman & Maurizio 
Buquicchio. Together, we came up with the scheme for the first warming up activities: 
the introduction of the Klupko through four days performance to be followed by an 
exhibition. 



12 – 16 November, 2015

Surface Rising 

The first series of Klupko encounters is opened with the five days performance by k.g. 
Guttman. Surface Rising is conceived for an audience of one, and it takes 
approximately 45 min. The artist performs a sequence of actions that guide the attention 
to details. We have invited people from our mailing lists to make an appointment.

https://klupkorooms.wordpress.com/2015/11/01/klupko-encounter-surface-rising-with-k-g-guttman-12-16-november/


Impressions from the ongoing performance



20 November, 2015 – 20 January, 2016

The Incomplete Contents of Table

Marianna Maruyama has offered a few works and studies configured for Klupko's 
first test exhibition, attending to the contents that already were and those to come. The 
traces of performance Surface Rising, the five opening days with k.g. Guttman, were 
also on view. Klupko table has preceded the content – belonging to the future as much 
as it does to the past and present. 

https://klupkorooms.wordpress.com/2015/11/12/the-incomplete-contents-of-table-with-marianna-maruyama-k-g-guttman-and-friends-nov-20-dec-15/


Floor plan

a.   Surface Rising, traces of the performance – k.g. Guttman

b.    Marianna Maruyama

1. Ain't No Matter (traces) & Three Movements (publication)
2. Strong Forces – mixed media on canvas
3. Garden – acrylic on canvas
4. Study (in conversation with Surface Rising) – mixed media on paper
5. Waxwood no.1-5  – drawings on wood cuts

c.   15 min. fragment, opening scene of “I, You, He, She”, 1974 – Chantal Akerman



The 15 minutes fragment from Chantal Akerman's I, You, He, She (1974)

Marianna Maruyama, Strong Forces, mixed media on canvas, 40x45cm, 2016



Overview front room



Overview back room



February 14, 2016

Time Dispossessed: C.A.

On Sunday, February 14th, Klupko has organised the screening and talk in regard to the 
film Jeanne Dielman, 23, quai du Commerce, 1080 Bruxelles, by Chantal Akerman 
(1975, 3h 21min). With the contributions by Maurizio Buquicchio and Lore Gablier. 

Chantal Akerman's productions have always dealt with the relationship between the 
subject and the physical and social space surrounding it. Through the vision of Jeanne 
Dielman, we have discussed her figure, her work and how they might relate to our 
cultural practices.

https://klupkorooms.wordpress.com/2016/02/10/time-dispossessed-c-a-with-maurizio-buquicchio-lore-gablier/


10 May – 12 June, 2016

Rootprints

The exhibition Rootprints considers both very elusive and very proximate – ghostly – 
relationships. By making room for guests - those elusive beings - the new Klupko 
encounters have welcomed Mahmoud Bakhshi and Christine Moldrickx's. 

https://klupkorooms.wordpress.com/2016/05/06/rootprints-with-mahmoud-bakhshi-christine-moldrickx/


Mahmoud Bakhshi's new video production Dutch Wood employs a “reversed blow-
up” to retrace the curious found footage of motionless workers in the forest, lost in place
and time. 

Christine Moldrickx's  prints are ‘holding’ the snippets with words, collected and 
forgotten in-between translations, in their anarchic state re-entering language – forest 
containing all the roots.

As an extra reference, we have watched and decided to include Igor Sevcuk's redux of 
the video Lost Village (blow-up) 2001-2016.

  Mahmoud's booklet Dutch Wood 



Christine's print Hand, 2014  &  Igor's video Lost Village (blow-up), 13' 30'', 2001-2016



         Mahmoud's video projection Dutch Wood, 30', 2016



Mahmoud's video projection Dutch Wood, 30'', 2016

Christine's print My Small Father & His Small Father, 2016



Mahmoud installing Christine's print



19 June, 2016

find us at the garden

Parallel to the exhibition in the Klupko’s base we have organised the field trip and 
interventions with artist friends at the communal gardens Vijf Slagen. 



The program included: a few books from Klupko's shelves,  talks on art & gardening, 
small (laptop) slideshows, and big (garden house) screenings. 



5 July, 2016

the m/other voices' field trip

The m/other voices are a base for critical reflection on how the two different modes of 
labour – that of homework and that of participating in the art world – co-exist in one's 
daily life and the strategies implied within. The Field Trips are informal gatherings 
based on mutual exchange and engagement.  

https://klupkorooms.wordpress.com/2016/07/07/hosting-the-mother-voices-field-trip-12/




1 October, 2016 – 14 January, 2017

Guests, Ghosts & Gardening – Part 1 

The series of encounters Guests, Ghosts & Gardening opened on October 1st, 2016 
with the exhibition at Klupko’s homey setting. The title derives from the five previous 
encounters that took place in between scenes. They involved re-staging the intimate 
core of hosted art practices and gentle slowing down for the general public too. 

Participating artists:

belit sağ, Mehraneh Atashi, Lisa Smithson, Laura Wiedijk & Teresa Maria Diaz Nerio

https://klupkorooms.wordpress.com/conversations/
https://klupkorooms.wordpress.com/2016/09/22/446/






Laura's sound installation & text projection:
Mysteries Accidents and Hard Work in the Field (Part 1), 10', 2016



Fragment from belit's 3 channel video Women of Cizre, 1' 30'', 2016



Mehraneh's animation / work-in-progress, 4', 2016-2017

belit's shower installation Disruption, 5', 2016



Teresa Maria Diaz Nerio
Colonics at the Gate of Dreaming, mixed media sculpture, 2016



belit sağ, Woman of Cizre, print on textile, 100x150cm, 2016



Overview front room: 

Mehraneh's prints, Flowers, 6 c-prints 40x40 each, 2010
Lisa's pencil drawings, Urban Weeds, various sizes, 2010 
Laura's sound installation: Mysteries Accidents and Hard Work in the Field, 10', 2016



Lisa Smithson, Urban Weeds, pencil drawings, various sizes, 2010

*

For the exhibition Guests, Ghosts & Gardening the six artists have joined at Klupko to 
interrelate their experiences of everyday echoing the outside world and its histories. 

belit sağ was showing her essayist works dealing with politics and poetics of media 
images, as well as sites of daily life excluded by the same media. She also invited 
Mehraneh Atashi‘s investigations of entangled life in which personal microcosmos 
concur to the shaping of reality, changing the past and the memory. Lisa Smithson was 
showing a few weed drawings, while Laura Wiedijk tuned pareidolia of white noise 
and flower whispers. Teresa Maria Diaz Nerio brought in a sculptural intervention 
dealing with how we construct shelters, and how playfulness can be applied to 
overcome fears and hauntings.



16 October, 2016

GG and five fingers

On 16 October 2016, Marianna Maruyama have performed a gardening intervention 
in the gravel lot nearby  Klupko's exhibition space. This two-hour performance was 
occasionally live-streamed at following Facebook link.

https://www.facebook.com/goeun.im.9/videos/10210986401645649/?hc_ref=PAGES_TIMELINE
https://www.facebook.com/goeun.im.9/videos/10210986401645649/?hc_ref=PAGES_TIMELINE


23 October, 2016

Guests, Ghosts & Gardening – Part 2   @ PS Goleb

belit sağ talk on images of violence and violence of images /
The daily papers talk of everything except the daily, G. Perec

Lore Gablier talk on Chnatal Akermans work

https://klupkorooms.wordpress.com/2016/10/16/part-2-guests-ghosts-gardening/


Part 2 of Guests, Ghosts & Gardening @ Goleb entangles all previous Klupko 
encounters.

Apprehending experience of everyday, hospitality, and situations that re-stage art 
practices and ways of coexistence, this afternoon program has included talks, 
screenings, performances and works (in-progress) with:

 

belit sağ, 

Lore Gablier, 

Laura Wiedijk, 

Marianna Maruyama, 

Teresa Maria Diaz Nerio, 

together with the hosts: Go-Eun Im & Igor Sevcuk

Still from Go Eun Im's video essay, in the garden of our thought-fantasies-desire, 12', 2016



Laura Wiedijk‘s performance
Mysteries, Accidents and Hard Work in the Field, 15', 2016

Teresa Maria Diaz Nerio‘s performance 
Colonics at the Gate of Dreaming, 20', 2016



Video documentation of Marianna Maruyama‘s gardening performance 
GG and five fingers, 14'30'', 2016

All other details of this program are at the following blog link  .

https://klupkorooms.wordpress.com/part-2-guests-ghosts-gardening/


14 January, 2017 

 >> a moving picture of a dead cop <<

Artist lecture and talk with belit sağ 

As a follow-up, we have rejoined with belit sağ to explore informally, associatively and 
collaboratively the politics of images; what they mean to us and how they affect us, our 
lives and realities.

_ a.k.a. do fictive images have tangible consequences? _

https://klupkorooms.wordpress.com/2017/02/07/a-moving-picture-of-a-dead-cop-with-belit-sag/


During 2017, we - Igor Sevcuk and Go-Eun Im / Klupko team - have briefly redirected 
its activities to finalise the ongoing collaborations at the artist-led space Goleb. There 
we have hosted and participated in following programme:

5 & 7, 8-11 February 

On Collective (im)Possibilities, with Lir Space (Yogyakarta) / Dito Yuwono & Mira 
Asriningtyas, and CLOG projects (Torino) / Lucrezia Calabrò Visconti

1 March - 5 June

Mothers in Arts – three months residency and the exhibition Re: Production by Csilla 
Klenyanszki, with Cecilia Bengtsson, Aurora Rosales & Cecilia Cavalieri

15 April: Apparatus 22

on statistics, SUPRAINFINIT, no. 3 and arches of roses, with collective Apparatus 22: 

24 June - 9 July

Tales of Incompleteness - exhibition & programme by La Cocina / Alejandro Ramirez 
& Lore Gablier, in collaboration with Igor Sevcuk, Mirko Lazovic & Andrès Novo

* * *

https://projectgoleb.wordpress.com/2017/06/14/24-june-1-9-july-tales-of-incompleteness-exhibition-public-programme/
https://projectgoleb.wordpress.com/2017/04/18/15-april-apparatus-22-on-statistics-suprainfinit-no-3-and-arches-of-roses/
https://projectgoleb.wordpress.com/2017/05/26/3-4-5-june-re-production-by-mothers-in-arts/
https://projectgoleb.wordpress.com/2017/02/07/5-7-8-11-february-on-collective-impossibilities-with-dito-yuwono-mira-asriningtyas-lucrezia-calabro-visconti/
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